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Owning a car is expensive, there are costs coming out of every most minute nook and cranny of
your vehicle. Over the initial fortune of buying the machine, there is the constant rising cost of fuel,
tax, insurance, maintenance, parking as well as the ever inflating expense of furry dice. To top it all
off the added expense of breakdown cover may start to seem like someone's playing a cosmic joke
against motorists.

If you only use your car locally and you can keep it well maintained then it might seem like a more
effective plan to not bother with breakdown cover and get to know your local garages just in case
anything goes awry. But then again you may find months where you are driving more, especially the
summer months as you go off driving to the Lake District for a fortnight- you're putting more stress
on your car and won't be able to rely on any local garages. This can be a time that lacking
breakdown cover poses a real risk as you rely on your car, over filled with all your family, driving
incessantly around foreign regions, the situation of a breakdown will be a real nightmare.

This is where the value of temporary breakdown cover  comes in, covering those few months when
your car is being used more and saving cash on the times you don't need cover.

Although for drivers who rely on taking regular long journeys in their cars they will probably need full
time cover, for many people it will provide the perfect balance between security and economy.

Temporary cover can also apply to an individual that doesn't usually drive the car but will be
borrowing it for a while. Like a visiting relative or a neighbour who's car might have been stolen.
These people won't have been considered on the insurance policy and, as they'll only be using it for
a few months won't want to be added to the long term policy,  but might need breakdown cover just
as much as anybody else, only temporarily.

The cost of temporary cover varies depending on a range of factors. It depends on the age of the
vehicle, the age of the driver being covered as well as how long you have been a customer with the
your recovery company.

So if you're caught by the added expense of breakdown cover then temporary cover might make the
most effective answer.
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Tom Green - About Author:
For more information about temporary breakdown deals for your car or motorcycle, or even for a
yearly motorcycle breakdown insurance  breakdownchoices.co.uk are an excellent a breakdown
comparison website  who can provide a wealth of valuable information designed to save you money.
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